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What is a social practice?

What is a social practice?

Practices….cannot be conceived as a set of individual actions, but….are
essentially modes of social relations, of mutual action.
(Taylor 1971 from Shove et al. 2012)

“The individual is no longer the unit of enquiry”

Why change travel practices?

Disruption Project Overview
3 year RCUK Energy Programme funded project
Unlocking Low Carbon Travel

Focus on
Local Authorities

What is Disruption?
(Local Authority Context)
Planned
Unplanned
(predicted)

Unplanned
(unpredicted)

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management

Competences

Meanings

Social Practices Model:Shove, Pantzar and Watson, 2012
Picture Copyright. Derek Harper 2013

Materials

Methodology
• Local Authorities legally required to complete
a Network Management Plan
• Designed to link up all parts of the Council’s
management of the Network
• Completed a review of Bath and
Competences
North East Somerset’s Plan in
relation to the Three Elements
Model
Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Normal Operation”
Traffic Manager – engage with internal and external
stakeholders
Operations – understand routes appropriate for
different types of traffic e.g. freight and abnormal loads
Understand predominant traffic flows
Urban Management Control – ensure signals are help
traffic flows
Street Gazetteer – Accurate record of network
Street works and noticing of works – manage
effectively to avoid major disruptions
Scheduled maintenance - minimise disruption
Works – ensure undertaken safely by utility companies,
staff and contractors
Understanding of drainage and flood risk
Manage events safely – planned events e.g. halfmarathon including road closures
Incident management – ensure diversion routes and
staff training up to date
Provide accurate information to the public Deliver
information and signage for people accessing tourist
sites

Competences

Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Normal Operation”
Network Management Duty – Traffic Management
Act 2004
Council’s Highway Strategy – optimise network and
promote mode shift
Local Transport Plan – Vision for network to 2030
Road User Hierarchy – pedestrian and cycle highest
priority. Car drivers the lowest.
Road Hierarchy – which roads are the most important
to the network
Traffic Sensitive Streets – impose work times and
conditions to prevent disruption.
Scheme Prioritisation – decide which schemes are
deliverable
Street Gazetteer – able to put additional information
such as Special Engineering Difficulties
Lead Local Flood Authority – power to enter private
property
Events management – change use of network
Diversion routes – changes to where certain vehicles
can travel
Civil Parking Enforcement – demand management

Competences

Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Normal Operation”
Highway Network – including carriageway,
pavements, bridges and structures
Appropriate signage – to allow people to
navigate around the area safely and effectively
Improved sustainable travel provision –
including cycle paths and bus priority
Street works – ensuring network and utilities
are maintained adequately
Managing works on network – ensure the
network is suitable to pass an adequate level of
traffic.
Highway Drainage – ensure drainage is
managed maintained effectively to reduce flood
risk
Urban Management Control – Traffic signals,
CCTV and Variable Message Signs
Information – contact centre, internet site and
leaflets

Competences

Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Planned Disruption”
•Manage “noticing of works” by utility companies to minimise
disruption
•Manage other works to ensure no significant conflicts
•Set up appropriate diversion routes
•Responsibility for public safety passes to people undertaking work
for duration for duration of works
•Inspect works to ensure public safety
•Plan works for appropriate times of day/week/year
•Reduced availability of
carriageway/footpath
•Information (signs,
internet, leaflets)
informing of disruption
•Changes to traffic signal
times and use VMS signs

Competences

•Traffic Restrictions in
place
•Changes to road user
priority
•Changes to parking
restrictions

Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Unplanned - Predicted”
•Interpreting weather forecasts
•Spreading rock salt
•Having adequate supplies of salt and ploughs
•Preparing and implementing diversion routes for
impassable routes
•Workforce available to manage network
•Providing correct information to the public
•Priority routes for gritting:
A roads, public transport
routes, freight routes,
hospitals and fire stations,
links to other local authority
and links to schools
•Change to road user
hierarchy - pavements and
cycle paths cleared if staff
available

•Reduced network -38% of
network gritted
•Grit bins available for
public use on pavements
and non gritted routes
•Changes to signals (if
required) and use of VMS
•Appropriate signing for
diversion routes

Competences

Meanings

Materials

Social Practice of Highway Network
Management: “Unplanned Unpredicted”
•Incident Management procedures adopted
•Co-ordinate with internal and external bodies e.g.
Emergency services
•Mobilise trained volunteers to provide public support

•Management may pass to
Incident Management
team (dependent on
incident)
•Instigate emergency
conditions
•Give authority to
emergency services
where necessary

Competences

Meanings

Materials

•Reduction in network
•Changes to signals (if
required) and use of VMS
•Appropriate signing for
diversion routes
•Have trained volunteers
ready to support Council
and emergency services

Competences

Changing Practices
Meanings

Accessed 24.06.13

Surrey County Council, 2012

Materials

Competences

Changing Practices
Meanings

Materials

Disappearing Traffic
(urban focus), Cairns et al.
2002
Look for opportunities to
reduce road capacity in
urban areas
Reduce the need for travel

Competences

Changing Practices
Risk - insurance

Meanings

AA provided details of how to sue local
authority in 2013
Keep roads closed due to damage

Materials

Changing Practices

Competences

Meanings

Materials

Relevance to Social Practice Theory
• Disruptions provide an opportunity to understand how
social practices change
• Not all disruptions/breaks are the same, some can be
planned or predicted
• Planned and predicted disruptions provide an
opportunity for change that is rarely taken up
• Policy makers need to be bold in using disruption to
create step change in carbon intensive sectors
• However, There is always the risk of unintended
consequences

Conclusions
• Need to change travel practices for environmental,
health and economic purposes

• Disruption is a normal part of the network’s operation
• Better understanding of flood risk in new developments
would help to make flooding events more predictable

• The three elements model provides a picture of the
“now” and helps identify the gap between policy and
practice
• Understanding and changing the materials, meanings
and competences at a local authority level will change
the way ‘actors’ travel through the network

